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Yeah
I like it when boys stop by
In the summer
Do you remember
When we met
That summer
Mickey mouse club had a bunch of kids
Now that devin's here, where is brizz
And I think it's fly when backstreet boys stop by
For the summer
I like guys that wear boxer briefs
I like to take them off with my teeth
And he's been gone since that summer
Since that summer
Blow pops, gatorade, mtv
Met you last summer when your car hit me
You're probably the finest guy that I ever
Did see
The great michael jordan jersey 23
When joey does a shot, he buzzes like a stallion
Emmeril lagassi likes to cook with scallions
Call me when you're horny and I'll be there baby
Put me in handcuffs, it will drive me crazy
Heard a deepa flow, now I ain't buggin'
Ricky schroder was ricky stratton
When I met you, I said call me trixie
You look like a guy that shops at winn dixie
Mickey mouse club had a bunch of kids
Now that devin's here, where is brizz

And I think it's fly when *n sync stops by
For the summer
I like guys that wear boxer briefs
I like to take them off with my teeth
And he's been gone since that summer
Since that summer
Cocoa puffs, eggo's, schlotzky's deli
The family auto mart guy has a big ol' belly
Never understood that bell bottom style
A comma dash closed paranthesis makes a smile
Love chris kirkpatrick and fumanskeeto
Can I request hanson, hell no
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Like the color green, cheese and macaroni
Are britney's boobs real or are they phony
I like the smell of markers and duct tape
Leonardo's a hottie, what's eating gilbert grape
When I met you I lied and said hi, I'm pat
You look like a guy that shops at the gap
Mickey mouse club had a bunch of kids
Now that devin's here, where is brizz
And I think it's fly when lfo stops by
For the summer
I like guys that wear boxer briefs
I like to take them off with my teeth
And he's been gone since that summer
Since that summer
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